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SKIP Ethical Fundraising Policy 
 
1.0 Introduction 
 
Students for Kids International Projects (SKIP) is a healthcare student-led organisation 
founded in 1999 and registered as a charity in 2003 which has branches in 11 UK universities. 
SKIP branches work across the world developing sustainable community-based projects in 
conjunction with identified local partner organisations. 
 
Our vision is two-fold. Firstly, we aim to improve the health, education and welfare of 
vulnerable children through interventions including health promotion, water and sanitation, 
nutrition, education and facilitation of the enablement of children with disabilities. Secondly, 
we aim to empower students by delivering training to advance their skills, developing them 
into globally and culturally aware healthcare professionals. 
 

To accomplish this vision and realise our charitable objectives, SKIP must fundraise through a 
wide variety of activities and obtain funds from a diverse range of sources. As a rapidly 
growing charity, it is important that our growth in the public eye is matched by an increase in 
the integrity, transparency and trustworthiness of the charity. This document outlines the 
fundraising code of conduct which all members of SKIP must adhere to if we are to abide by 
these principles. 
 

2.0 Definitions 
 
Donation: Any monetary or non-monetary donation (such as raffle prizes, equipment to assist     
an intervention, a fundraising event or any other activity carried out by SKIP). 
 
Arms: Guns, ammunition, missiles, military aircraft, military vehicles, ships or associated 
electronic systems. 
 
Transparency: The provision of relevant and reliable information to stakeholders in a way that 
is free from bias, comparable, understandable and focused on stakeholders’ legitimate needs1. 
 
Accountability: Being responsible to someone for actions taken; this is about being able to 
explain, clarify and justify actions. It implies that someone has a right to know and hold an 
organisation to account; and that the organisation has a duty to explain and account for its 
actions2. 
 

                                                 
1
 Charity Commission (2004). ‘Transparency and Accountability’ (online publication). http://www.charity-

commission.gov.uk/Publications/rs8.aspx#1 (accessed 15/04/10). 
2 Institute of Fundraising (2007). ‘Accountability and Transparency in Fundraising’ (online publication) . 
http://www.institute-of-
fundraising.org.uk/Resources/Institute%20of%20Fundraising/Codes/Acc%20and%20Trans%20Jan%2007.pdf 
(accessed 15/04/10). 
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3.0 The Importance of Ethical Fundraising 
 
3.1 It is important that all members of SKIP carry out all fundraising activities in line with this 
policy for the following reasons: 
 

1. To uphold our reputation as a credible and worthwhile charity so that both donors 
and the general public continue to recognise and support our activities. 

2. To respect our core organisational values and ensure ethical uprightness of the 
charity. 

3. To prevent us from jeopardising our relationships with the collaborating organisations 
with whom we work. 

4. To prevent us from jeopardising our relationships with our beneficiaries and the 
communities with whom we work. 

 
3.2 SKIP recognises that when we receive a donation, we are accountable to the donor, our 
stakeholders and the general public, and will therefore act as follows: 
 

1. Donations will be accepted if they are: a) voluntary; b) in line with the goals of the 
organisation; c) will not incur more than reasonable costs compared to the value of 
the donation; and d) are not to our knowledge connected in any way with money 
derived from a criminal activity, or activity that is deemed by SKIP to be unethical.   

2. Funds will be spent in accordance with the donor’s wishes, if expressed, in so far as 
SKIP deem this to be appropriate.   

3. Funds will be collected carefully and with respect of donor’s free choice, without the 
use of pressure, harassment, intimidation or coercion.  

4. SKIP will respect donors by providing timely and accurate information about how 
contributions are used. 

5. SKIP will only work with suppliers or intermediary agents who meet the same 
standards as set out in this document.  

6. SKIP will only use public information that is accurate, truthful and not misleading.   
7. SKIP will respect data protection rules and laws at all times.  
8. SKIP will report within the national and international standards of accounting methods 

for all organisational expenditure.  
9. SKIP will be open and clear to all stakeholders about fundraising costs, fees and 

expenses and the way these are allocated.  

For further information on transparency and accountability, please see section 6.0. 

 

4.0 Assessing the Appropriateness of New Donors  
 
It is inappropriate and unethical for any SKIP branch to accept donations from organisations 
which contravene the aims and values of SKIP. This can be in terms of their produce e.g. 
weapons, or in terms of the effect which they have upon society e.g. being detrimental to 
healthcare and development, limiting access to essential medicines, implementing 
unsustainable or poorly-researched interventions, promoting child labour or breaching human 
rights. Therefore, SKIP recognises the importance of assessing donors before we approach or 
accept donations from them. 
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4.1 SKIP will not accept donations from any individual or company associated with the arms 
trade. This includes any company which: 

 

 produces or trades in weapons or technology which can be used to inflict or 
potentiate serious harm upon any person during conflict 

 promotes the trade of arms through sponsorship of an arms producer. 
 

4.2 With the exception of the arms trade, all other donors are to be assessed on an individual 
basis, because not all companies which fall into a particular category act unethically.  

 
4.3 Assessment at branch level 

 
The Fundraising Coordinator (or nominated representatives) must initially assess potential 
donors before approaching them by researching them using at least 3 of the websites listed in 
Appendix A to scrutinise their practices. The information gathered should then be used to 
answer the following screening questions by placing a tick in the appropriate box: 
 

 Yes No Unsure 

1. Is this company known to have acted in such a way which 
would contravene the aims and values of SKIP? 

 

   

2. Is this company known to have acted in such a way which 
would contravene the aims and vales of SKIP’s collaborating 
organisations? 

 

   

3. Is this company known to have acted in such a way which 
would cause direct or indirect harm to any human being or 
society? 

 

   

4. Has this organisation been under media scrutiny recently 
which would have damaged its public image? 

 

   

5. Does this organisation make its accounts and reports 
available to the general public? 

 

   

6. Will this donation significantly increase SKIP’s ability to 
further its charitable objectives? 

 

   

7. Will the donor sign an agreement declaring that the 
donation has not been derived from criminal or unethical 
activity? 

 

   

8. Would SKIP feel comfortable being linked to this company? 
 

   

9. Is the power-balance between SKIP and this organisation 
comfortable and reasonable? 

 

   

10. Are the conditions laid out by this company on receipt of the 
donation reasonable? 
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Green indicates a positive reason that SKIP should accept funds or enter into a sponsorship 
agreement. If all answers to the questions fall into this category, Fundraising Coordinators 
should feel comfortable entering into a sponsorship agreement with the potential donor and, 
unless any problems are encountered at a later date, Fundraising Coordinators should add this 
donor to the ‘Approved Donors Database’ (see section 5.0). 

Amber indicates that the answer to the question is unclear, ambiguous or could give both 
positive and negative reasons for accepting a donation or entering into a sponsorship 
agreement. If any answers fall into this category, further research should be conducted to 
seek a definitive answer. Branches may also wish to consult the National Committee and 
Executive Board for advice. If the answer is amber, but branches feel it is justifiable, the 
Fundraising Coordinator must contact the National Committee and Executive Board to discuss 
why they feel this is so. If the answer changes to green, then branches should continue with 
the process. 

Red indicates that the answer to the question is negative and SKIP should seriously consider 
not accepting the donation or entering into the sponsorship agreement.  

4.4 Branches should consult the National Committee and Executive Board if: 
 

 Any of the answers to the above questions fall into the red category but the 
committee would like additional advice. 

 Any of the answers to the above questions fall into the amber category and, following 
further research, remain unclear. 

 The potential donation is worth more than £1000. 

 The potential donation is of an unspecified amount at time of application (e.g. 
University of Glasgow Chancellor’s Fund). 

 

5.0 Approved Donors Database 
 

If a donor is deemed appropriate and SKIP enters into an agreement with that donor with 
successful outcomes, it is the responsibility of the branch Fundraising Coordinator to add the 
name, contact details and a brief description of the donor to an ‘Approved Donors Database’, 
which can be found in Appendix B. 
 
Future Fundraising Coordinators can then refer to this database to check if the donor they 
wish to approach has been previously approved, thereby excluding the need to assess a donor 
using the above protocol. This database will be regularly reviewed by the Executive Board to 
ensure that all featured donors remain appropriate. 
 
If branches choose to approach a donor from this database, they must consult the National 
Committee and Executive Board beforehand to ensure that they are not encroaching on the 
area covered by another SKIP branch (bylaw 11.3.2: Branches may apply to individuals, 
companies or organisations for funds if the following criteria are met: a) The individual, 
company or organisation is local to that SKIP Branch. A definition of ‘local’ is not provided, and 
branches are advised to use their own discretion. However, it MUST NOT encroach on an area 
covered by another SKIP branch and if there is any chance that both branches may be 
fundraising in the same area they must communicate closely with each other. Branches 
may join together to fundraise and can decide between them how funds are to be split. 
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6.0 Transparency and Accountability of Fundraising 
 
The success of SKIP is dependent on the funds available to us, which in turn relies upon public 
trust and confidence in our work. Transparency and accountability in fundraising activities is 
essential to maintain this trust, and requires us to be frank, open and honest with donors and 
the general public in all communications, transactions and activities. 
 
SKIP must act both proactively and reactively to achieve this. 
 
6.1 Acting proactively requires SKIP to provide information on certain issues as a matter of 
course. This enables donors, collaborating organisations, beneficiaries and the general public 
to have a better understanding of how SKIP works. To achieve this, branches and the National 
Committee alike must: 
 

1. Produce regular fundraising reports including a breakdown of fundraising costs, the 
amount raised through each event or sponsorship and a description of upcoming 
fundraising events. * 

2. Document how funds raised are spent so that donors can see where their money has 
gone to. This requires close collaboration between Fundraising Coordinators and 
Treasurers.* 

 
*This information should be made available in a “where our money came from/where our 
money went to” section on the SKIP website. 
 
3. Budget carefully so that a specific amount for a specific intervention can be requested, 

and ensure that this can be evidenced.  
4. Ensure that their accounts are submitted by the specified deadline so that the SKIP 

accounts can be submitted to the Charity Commission on time. 
 

 
6.2 Acting reactively requires SKIP to prepare to react to internal or external events and 
produce information or communicate with donors about such events. To achieve this, 
branches should: 
 

1. Make the documents listed above available on request. 
2. Make photographic evidence of how funds are being spent available on request. 
3. Where possible, acknowledge all donations with a letter of thanks, which includes a 

brief description of how the funds raised will be spent.  
4. Ensure that all volunteers who are participating in fundraising activities and who are   

likely to be questioned by members of the public are familiar with: 
a) SKIP’s mission and vision statement 
b) SKIP’s structure and governance 
c) Who the beneficiaries of their donation will be 
d) Exactly how the money being fundraised will be spent 
e) Other planned fundraising activities (future events, grants etc) that will help 

the SKIP branch to reach their fundraising target. 
 
6.3 If a SKIP branch requests a specific amount for an intervention, and the donor provides 
that amount under the assumption that it is being spent on that intervention alone (i.e. 
restricted funds), then it is the responsibility of the branch Fundraising Coordinator to return 
any excess money to the donor. 
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Appendix A 

 
Internet resources which may be used to assess potential donors: 
 
http://www.corporatecritic.org/  
 
http://www.corpwatch.org/ - Assessing the effects of corporate-led globalization through 
education, network-building and activism  

http://www.sweatshopwatch.org/ - Serving low-wage workers nationally and globally, with a 
focus on eliminating sweatshop exploitation in California's garment industry  

http://business-ethics.com/ - Corporate responsibility magazine. See especially their listing of 
100 best corporate citizens  

http://www.seiu.org/ - Service Employees International Union  

http://www.responsibleshopper.org/ - Site for researching companies on their social 
responsibility  

http://www.peta.org/ - People for the Ethical Treatment of Animals  

http://www.un.org/partners/business/index.asp - United Nations and business site  

http://www.business-humanrights.org/Home - Business and Human Rights Centre, an 
independent organisation in sponsorship agreement with Amnesty International Business 
Groups and academic institutions  

http://www.csrwire.com/ - Corporate social responsibility newswire service  

http://www.iccr.org/shareholder/proxy_book04/04statuschart.php - Interfaith Centre on 
Corporate Responsibility list of resolutions on companies  

http://www.bc.edu/offices/careers/jobs/strategies/identify/responsible/ - Boston College list 
of socially responsible companies  

http://www.bsr.org/ - Business for Social Responsibility, a membership organisation advising 
and training companies on ethical business practices  

http://www.ethicalperformance.com/ - Independent global newsletter for socially responsible 
business  

http://www.caat.org.uk/ - Campaign Against Arms Trade  

http://www.corporate-responsibility.org/ - Corporate responsibility coalition, representing 
over 130 charities and campaigning organisations including AI UK  

http://www.corporatewatch.org/ - Research group supporting corporate watch campaigns  

http://www.labourstart.org/ - Online trade unionist resource  

http://www.corporatecritic.org/
http://www.corpwatch.org/
http://www.sweatshopwatch.org/
http://business-ethics.com/
http://www.seiu.org/
http://www.responsibleshopper.org/
http://www.peta.org/
http://www.un.org/partners/business/index.asp
http://www.business-humanrights.org/Home
http://www.csrwire.com/
http://www.iccr.org/shareholder/proxy_book04/04statuschart.php
http://www.bc.edu/offices/careers/jobs/strategies/identify/responsible/
http://www.bsr.org/
http://www.ethicalperformance.com/
http://www.caat.org.uk/
http://www.corporate-responsibility.org/
http://www.corporatewatch.org/
http://www.labourstart.org/
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http://www.realizingrights.org/ - Realizing Rights an ethical globalisation initiative  

http://www1.umn.edu/humanrts/ - University of Minnesota Human Rights Library  

http://www.forbes.com/ - Forbes business magazine, which enables searching of individual 
companies and may information on broader sectors and markets 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

http://www.realizingrights.org/
http://www1.umn.edu/humanrts/
http://www.forbes.com/
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Appendix B 
 
Approved Donors Database 
 

Name of donor 

Contact details of 
primary contact 
(name, address, 

phone number, e-
mail) 

Donor 
website (if 
available) 

Description of donor 
Amount/Purpose 

for which the 
donation was given 

Name of SKIP 
branch who 
received the 

donation 

Name and 
contact details of 

SKIP member 
who secured 

donation 

Other comments 

        

        

        

        

        

        

 
 


